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Minutes 
 

 Of the Meeting held on Tuesday 14th July 2015 at 7.30 pm – at St. Ives Free Church 
 

Present:  
Colin Saunderson (CS) : Fenstanton PC 

Margaret Lumb         (ML) : Bluntisham PC 

Andy Bush  (AB) : HAT (Hilton Action against Traffic) 

Ros Carey-Townsend (RC) : King’s Ripton PC 

Brian Burpitt  (BB) : HCV Group 

Jeff Nicholls  (JN) : Earith PC 

Justo Perez  (JP) : Hilton PC 

Bob Hare  (BH) : Neighbourhood Watch 

Jill Taverner  (JT) : Warboys PC 

Noel Baker  (NB) : Wyton-on-the-Hill PC 

Mike Newman  (MN) : Pidley-cum-Fenton  PC 

Andy Street  (AS) : Cambridgeshire Police 

Owen McLaughlin (OM) : Secretary 

 

 

1 Welcomes & Apologies   
 

Apologies had been received from:  Graham Bull, Jean Chandler, Peter Smith, Matthew Fox, Cllr Borders 
(Holywell-cum-Needingworth), Lesley Craig 

 
2 Minutes - To approve Minutes of  the meeting held on 12th  of May 2015 

 
Motion to approve the minutes of the last meeting held on May 12th 2015. 
Proposed RC, Seconded JN. All in favour. 
 

3 Matters arising from the Minutes 
 

Automated Traffic Count in Bluntisham: 
 
Brian Robins had  said that the reason the recorded traffic count in March was so low may have been because 
the B1050  to Earith Bridge was closed for some of the recording period. This may explain the discrepancy 
between this count and previous counts. 
 
AB thought there may still a problem with the equipment as  there had been strange results elsewhere, 
including Hilton. 



 
BRAKE Campaign: 
 
CS reported that Fenstanton did not wish to support the Campaign to try and review penalties for traffic 
offences. They had said that it was up to individuals to do this if they want to. 
 

4 Correspondence 
 
OM had written to Shailesh Vara, Patrick McLoughlin and Jonathan Djanogly asking them to support the 
BRAKE campaign. ML read out this letter. AS said there was a factual mistake in the letter and that the 
maximum fine that can be imposed for using a mobile phone was £1000, not £100 as stated. OM agreed. He 
had taken the figure from the BRAKE website but should have checked it independently. 
 
OM said that he had  also received an acknowledgement from Shailesh Vara saying they will respond in due 
course.  
[Post Meeting Note: Reply from Jonathan Djanogly attached a Appendix A] 
 

5 Review of Active Items 
 
Item 31 Hill Rise / Houghton Road   
Issue There is concern about the pedestrian crossing at Elm Drive. Lots of children use this. There is a 

waiting area but there are no rails. The problems arise when too many children use it at once. 

NB questioned whether the traffic lights at Hill Rise/ Houghton Road junction were sequenced 

correctly. Drivers were jumping the red lights.  

Also there is an application to build another 200 houses on remaining holes of golf course in St. 

Ives. The exit from the new estate will be on High Leys. This could compound the problem 

described above.  

Meeting 

Comment 

CS said he had no update because he had been tied up with election campaign. The Planning has 

been deferred by HDC but there is an appeal being heard in September against the deferment.  

 

The meeting agreed to move this item to the watching list as there is no ongoing activity. 

Item 38 Thorndown School Crossing 

Issue  

Meeting 

Comment 

This has become a problem due to the expansion of the school and the fact that more pupils now 

have to cross Hill Rise. St. Ives Town Council  have succeeded in a bid to improve the crossing 

on Hill Rise. School refurbishment should be complete by the Easter holidays and the crossing  

work can then commence. 

Meeting 

Comment 

OM read out an email from PS on this subject.   

There was a recent incident where a mother with 3 children and a pushchair were on the zebra 

crossing.  Three cars stopped but a white van swerved past at high speed and only just missed 

the people on the zebra. The van sped off and the mum only got a partial index number so the 

police cannot trace van. 

There used to be a lollipop lady but when she retired she was not replaced which is now CCC 

policy.  A school governor who is also a town councilor put the case to restore the lollipop lady 

but had no success. The school and governing body are considering what to do next. 

 

St. Ives TC has been successful with a bid for a minor highway upgrade to the crossing. 

 

CS said that the flashing 20mph sign loses credibility because it flashes all the time and not just 

when children are arriving and leaving. 

BB asked if the crossing had got haloes. These haloes  make pedestrian  crossings much more 

visible.  There was a big improvement when they were installed on Earith High Street. 

 

 
 



 
6 Review of Remaining Items  

 
Item 4: Wheatsheaf Junction:  
Two serious accidents had occurred here in May.  
AS said that driver confusion at this junction was sometimes a factor in accidents. Drivers are unsure about 
priority. There needs to be  some kind of traffic control there. Rush hour is also a problem because people take 
more risks.  
ML said that safety was much better with the traffic  lights during the pipe-works. But that option will be 
expensive.   
Action: AS said he would  research how many accidents there had been at this spot over the past few years.  
 
Item 5:  Earith High Street:  
JN said that more HGVs were using the junction at George Corner.  
OM added that some boy racers were doing a circuit including the High Street and Colne Road. 

 
Item 6: Low Road, Fenstanton.  
CS said there was nothing to add here. There is no news of development on the Vindis site and apparently 
there have been no enquiries.  
 
Item 14: Lloyds bank parking 
AS said that this is still a problem. 
 
ML said that badge holders were parking across the dropped kerbs. 
 
CS thought that it was likely to get worse. The Post Office is moving which could cause real problems. He will 
try to get them to put out cones.  
 
BS asked if  we should remove the reference to ‘Station Road’ on this item  because it is misleading. Also, why 
can’t kerb markings be put here. 
 
AS said that they’ve been trying to get them to do this. There is a need for disabled parking but it needs to be 
controlled. Many don’t realise the problems. There is a need some unequivocal signage.  
 
ML thought that we need to contact Paul Bullen and Kevin Reynolds on this issue. 
 
AS suggested we approach Debbie Townsend as well. Peter Smith is also a town councilor so copy him in.  
 
Item 29: Cycle Paths:  
CS said that he had used the Houghton Hill cycle path even though it is in a very bad state. 
AS agreed, adding that you really need a mountain bike in some places. But the new stretch of cycle path is 
really good.  
 
Item 35: Marley Road/Burleigh Road 
ML wondered if we should leave this item from the list as there was nothing more we could do at present. 
 
All were in favour of removing it. 
 
 

7 Speedwatch Situation 
 
ML had chaired a meeting on July 3rd in Earith Village Hall attended by police representatives and Speedwatch 
volunteers. BB had taken minutes so was asked if he could give a brief summary. 
BB said that probably about 12 volunteers came. It was not a very positive meeting. Chief Inspector Savage 
was not there to compromise and didn’t want to discuss the new guidelines. BB thought that there were two 



main sticking points. Firstly, not writing to lease vehicles or to HGV companies, although Brian Robins 
apparently said that everyone would be getting a letter at another meeting. 
(ML said she didn’t think this was entirely the case and there seemed to be some willingness to reconsider 
writing to leasing companies). 
 
BB said that the second point was the database issue. Putting names in Startrac is really not necessary. 
Volunteers numbers were previously used without any problem. 
 
AS said that he couldn’t really comment on the database issue. Some of the arguments at the Earith meeting 
were churlish. In his opinion we  should be pursuing HGV companies and he will happily speak to them 
himself. He was not so sure about leasing companies. The rest of the changes are quite insignificant. People 
were arguing for the sake of arguing. He thought Speedwatch  was very professionally run and it was a shame 
that no agreement had been  reached. 
 
ML said that Dave McCandless had primed some of the people at the meeting. Both sides are completely 
entrenched. 
 
AS added that  DM had done  some fantastic work and it is a real shame that it has come to this. He was the 
motivating force behind Speedwatch. 
 
ML agreed. Speedwatch worked. People who got letters often did stop and think. It is very sad that it has 
reached this impasse. 
 
RC said that the situation is worse since Speedwatch stopped. Speeding is getting worse.  

 
AB also expressed his disappointment at the outcome.  The proceedings should have been more like an 
arbitration service.  He thought that Chief Inspector Savage was not prepared to compromise, explain properly 
or answer questions. 
 
ML agreed that he didn’t express himself well but there had been some degree of hostility. 
 
RC had the impression Brian Robins didn’t want any of the previous volunteers. They had also been told that 
they needed to get volunteers for their own village. 
 
BB said that was stated in the old set of guidelines. But it has now changed in the most recent set of 
guidelines. He added that thanks were due to AS for supporting Speedwatch. It’s shame things have reached 
this state.  
 
BH said that whenever he had gone out with DM  people came up to them and said it was good to see people 
actually doing something about speeding. 
 

8 Road Accident Statistics  2014 
 
OM commented on the 2014 RTA statistics published by the DfT.  The significant  points of comparison with 
the 2013 statistics were; 
 

• All fatalities up 4% 

• Pedestrian fatalities up 12% 

• Seriously injured cyclists up 8% 

• All seriously injured up 5% 

• All casualties up 6% (First rise since 1994) 
 
It is clear that vulnerable road users such as cyclists and pedestrians are suffering disproportionate increases. 
OM thought that one of the reasons that casualty rates overall were increasing was because Road Safety was 
no longer a priority with national or local government. The spending figures on Road safety show this clearly.  
Education and training in road safety has decreased. 



 
AS agreed with OM. Policing in this area has become reactive only. But it’s hard to identify a single reason for 
the increase. Part of the rise in cycling casualties is probably due to an increase in the numbers cycling. Police 
priorities means that road traffic policing comes low on the list.  This is evident when trying to use officers for 
road policing. 
 
NB said he had the impression that policing in this area had been drastically reduced. He wondered if the RSC 
should write to the DfT about these figures? 
 
RC also thought it was a good idea to pursue this and perhaps write to the DfT.  
 
There followed some discussion on local statistics. OM said that local accident statistics by county used to be 
available on the DfT website but they were no longer there. But someone must be collecting them because 
there are targets relating to road safety improvements in the Cambridgeshire local transport plan. 
 
Action: OM to try and get the stats for Cambridgeshire. 
 
[Post-meeting note: The English Road Safety Comparison website run by the DfT was closed down in March 
2015. One of the reasons given was that it provided ‘low value for taxpayers’.] 
. 

9 HCV Report 
 
BB reported that the Cost/Benefit analysis developed by the HCV group has now been presented at 3 Parish 
Council meetings (Earith, Haddenham and Wilburton). All of these parish councils are in favour of submitting a  
joint Traffic Restriction Order to decrease HCV movements on some local roads. Further meetings are planned 
in the coming weeks with Sutton, Cottenham and Hilton PCs. 

 
The HCV group conducted extensive environmental tests in 2012 to demonstrate the extent of the health and 
safety problems posed by HCV traffic.  These findings have been incorporated into the cost/benefit analysis 
along with estimates of overall cost savings (derived from government statistics) resulting from removing HCVs 
from village routes. The HCV group has also undertaken environmental impact assessments using the County 
Council’s own process. A joint TRO application has more chance of success because an application by a 
single village is often refused on the grounds that heavy traffic will only be displaced elsewhere.  
 
AS commented that the police don’t have to be asked about TRO plans but would like to be. 
 
Action: OM to circulate  a short summary of the Cost/Benefit report. 

 
10 BRAKE 20 mph Campaign 
. 
OM said that BRAKE also have a campaign to introduce more 20 mph zones to improve safety. There are new 
guidelines from the DfT  which allow more local discretion in imposing these limits. Does the RSC group want 
to support this? If Speedwatch is in abeyance what other options are there for controlling speed? 
 
AS said that the police won’t enforce 20 mph zones. Even so speeds will be reduced to some extent because 
some people will comply.  
JT thought that they can be effective outside schools although not everyone will obey them 
 
AS replied that 20 mph areas outside schools should only be activated at certain times when pupils are coming 
and going. 
 
OM asked if they were appropriate for short stretches of road which are known to be dangerous such as the 
area around George Corner in Earith.  
AS thought that was reasonable if the characteristics of the road support it. 
JP said there was a location on the B1040 outside Hilton where this would be useful. 
 



 

11 Reports from members: 
 
 
AS, Cambs Police: Commented on the lorries parking on the Dairy Crest slip road. There was a meeting last 
Friday. The police are supporting moves to get this stopped. 
(ML said that the lorry drivers argument is that there’s nowhere else for them to go. CS thought this was a 
standard excuse.  The Dairy Crest site is not suitable and is adjacent to a residential area. ) 
 
AS added that they are keen to arrange police forums in any of the villages.  
 
MN, Pidley: Said that he shared the views about the Speedwatch meeting last Friday. After years of neglect 
lots of roads have been fixed around Pidley but speeding remains a big problem. 
 
CS, Fenstanton:  Gave a short visual presentation on the HGV problem at Dairy Crest. The main danger is 
from lorries turning. The problem has been exacerbated by operation Stack.   Besides the road safety issue 
there is a lot of food and debris left lying around. 
Another issue has arisen from Royal Mail reducing costs by moving post offices.  There are often serious 
parking problems with the new offices.  
 
AB, Hilton: Said that the A14 public meeting very well attended. The Planning inspectorate were very fair in 
their approach. 
 
JT, Warboys:  Said their biggest problem is at the clock tower with traffic coming from Ramsey.  When cars 
are parked on the left this causes vehicles to move on to the other side of the road. (AS said he had attended a 
meeting there last year. The problem is the lack of parking restrictions. Unless there are yellow lines nothing 
much can be done.) JT said that residents were willing to pay for yellow lines to be put in. The PC were asked 
to pay for yellow lines but they declined. 
 
The Feast week is at the end of this month and there will be directions. Half of High Street will be blocked off 
so lorries will use HumperDale instead, travelling at high speed and ignoring the 20mph signs.  Is there 
anything we can do? 
 
ML, Bluntisham: There have been some adverse comments about the speed humps in Colne Road. People 
say they are too high and they are damaging cars. (AS: It’s not a police matter. He has heard anecdotally 
about complaints) 
 

12 AOB 
 
Wyton-on-the-Hill: 
CS mentioned the  4500 houses planned here and no new infrastructure. There is a Stakeholders meeting on 
July the 23rd.  Mr Curtiss, representing the builders, should be contacted if you want to attend.  
 
[Post Meeting Note:  CS attended this meeting on the 23rd and will report back to the next RSC meeting. 
Liaison meetings will be every three months. Any parish or organisation not already receiving an invitation 
should contact Martin Curtis at martinc@curtinco.com  
 
AGM: 
ML reminded everyone that the next meeting in September is the AGM.  ML said she was willing to continue as 
Chair but members should feel free to nominate other people for the role. 
 

13 Next 3 RSC Meeting Dates 
 
Tuesday September    8th  

Tuesday November   10th  

Tuesday January   12th   



 

Appendix A  
 

Email from Jonathan Djanogly 
 

Dear Mr McLaughlin 
 
Thank you for contacting me about the review of all driving offences and penalties. 
 
I want to make our roads safer and ensure people who cause harm face tough penalties. As I am sure you understand, 
sentencing is a matter for the judiciary and it is important to respect their independence; however, I am pleased that in the 
last Parliament, the Conservative Justice Secretary, Chris Grayling, announced a full review of all driving offences and 
penalties, to ensure people who endanger lives and public safety are properly punished. 
 
The current maximum sentence faced by a driver who causes death while driving when disqualified is 2 years 
imprisonment and there is no specific offence of causing serious injury by driving while disqualified. This is not right. 
Those who chose to defy a ban imposed by a court and go on to destroy innocent lives must face serious consequences 
for the terrible impact of their actions. This is why the Conservative Party is committed to increasing the jail sentence for 
those offenders.  
 
In addition, the review is considering the maximum sentence length available for causing death by dangerous driving 
(currently a 14 year sentence);whether offenders convicted of causing death by dangerous driving should be denied 
automatic early release from prison at the half-way point in the sentence; whether sentences should be awarded 
concurrently or consecutively in cases where a number of people are killed as a result of dangerous driving, whilst 
recognising that the courts normally determine this issue; the length of the driving ban given to offenders, and the 
potential for ensuring that no period of their sentence counts towards the driving ban. 
 
We must make sure those who endanger lives and public safety are properly punished, and I believe this review will go 
some way to ensuring just that. 
 
Thank you again for contacting me on this important issue. 
 
Yours sincerely 
Jonathan Djanogly 


